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Abstract
An innovative rotary tribometer was developed in order to reproduce the
abrasive wear of reinforced rubber materials for tire. The device allows per-
forming accelerated, quantitative friction and wear tests which mimic real
usage conditions in terms of kinematics and dynamics of the contact, tem-
perature and open cycle conditions, specifically in low severity conditions,
which often represent a challenge to mimic and study. The specific point
emphasized here is the strong impact of wear debris accumulated in the con-
tact zone on the measured wear rate. To quantify this phenomenon, the
amount of wear debris in the contact was varied by changing the frequency
at which debris are eliminated. It was found that the presence of more debris
in the contact zone generally decreases the wear rate. Two distinct types of
wear debris were identified, which are likely to correspond to two distinct
mechanisms of wear. Within a transitory period at the beginning of the
tests, wear debris essentially consist in a sticky layer of soluble (thus de-
crosslinked elastomer material). Further on, a steady regime (representative
of wear in real low severity conditions) occurs, with a well established ridge
pattern, in which the predominant wear mechanism consists in tearing away
material fragments of micrometric sizes. The proposed test method allows
discriminating quantitatively these mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

Considering the lifetime of tires, the wear resistance is of undisputed im-
portance for tire tread materials [1–4]. However, evaluating the wear property
of rubbery materials in a realistic way is still a challenging task. On one side,
in-field wear tests are costly and time consuming. On the other hand, in-field
wear processes are complex. Different road and/or climate conditions, and
even the driving habit, can have large impact on the testing results. There-
fore, modelling and predicting wear resistance with laboratory tests remains
a major issue. Though laboratory testers have been developed, the tire in-
dustry is still in need for better laboratory solutions to characterize the wear
performance of rubber materials and fasten material selection.

The general concept of a wear test is to apply normal load together with
slip between the material of interest and a abrading surface while interfacial
friction induces wear of both sides. Accordingly, the wear rate of the ma-
terial can be described by the weight or volume loss per unit sliding length
or per unit frictional energy. For example, abradability can be defined as
abraded volume per unit energy dissipation [5]. A proper laboratory tri-
bometer should be able to provide well controlled testing conditions as close
to the real in-field situation as possible. For example, for a passenger car tire
running at a constant 90 km/hour speed, the tread material faces a periodic
pressure of about 0.3 MPa (0.7 MPa for a truck tire) at a frequency of about
10 Hz [6]. Meanwhile, the tire slips against the road on its trailing edge when
the contact is released, even without a relative speed between the road (e.g.
even without acceleration, braking or steering). This is due to lateral com-
pressive strain developing in the contact surface (Figure 1). Each contact
contributes a slip length in a range of a fraction of a millimeter at a sliding
velocity of a few centimeters per second [6]. Also, relatively high shear rates
-of order a hundred s−1- are applied as a point of the material enters or exit
the contact. Altogether, the wear is roughly of the order 2.5 × 10−6 m of
abraded height per slip meter for a truck tire tread in soft conditions. Thus,
in order to model the real situation, a laboratory wear tester for rubber ma-
terials should be controlled intermittently (periodically switching between
slide and non-slide mode, or load and unload mode). This is quite important
and completely opposite results may be obtained if this point is ignored, as
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Figure 1: Schematics of the contact zone of a tire tread groove. Slip occurs at the trailing
edge of the contact zone, where the tangential over normal stress ratio becomes larger
than the friction coefficient µ.

resilience, hysteresis, relaxation and fatigue behavior of rubber considerably
impact the wear [1, 2]. Therefore, tests running only in a continuous way are
not suitable to characterize tire tread materials.

Typically, intermittent tests can be achieved in two ways: one by rolling
wheel shaped samples; another one by blade abrasion (Figure 2). Although
they both can enable a intermittent wear under a certain frequency by tuning
the speed of the motion part(s) (e.g. the Pico and Blade abraders [23, 27, 28])
or the sliding angle (e.g. the LAT 100 and Akron abraders [11, 12]), the actual
sliding time/distance during a full period cannot be well controlled. More-
over, the normal force has to be fixed during the test by a dead load in most
of the reported machines. Therefore, it is difficult to apply a dynamically
controlled force profile.

Numerous studies have been performed to elucidate the mechanisms of
abrasive wear of rubber-like materials [7–11, 13–24]. Blade abrasion has often
been used. While it has proved to be very useful to elucidate wear pattern
formation mechanisms [17–19], it is not directly representative of usage con-
ditions. A sliding indenter rubbing on the rubber surface has also been used
[6]. Contact sliding is a necessary condition to observe wear, i.e. abrasion
weight loss. Indeed, it has been shown that wear is univoquely associated
to slip and does not occur in indentation experiments in the absence of slip
[4, 25, 26].

Generally speaking, there are two types of wear: the first one, known as
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Figure 2: Laboratory wear testers classified according to their contact modes. A compre-
hensive introduction is made by ISO 23794. Note that the pictures shown in this table
only indicate general concepts rather than a layout of any real machine.

intrinsic wear, generates very small rubber particles of a few micrometers.
This dimension was found to be independent of the applied normal force [27].
It essentially depends on the intrinsic characteristic size of the asperities of
the abrading surface [17, 29, 30]. As wear goes on, periodical patterns per-
pendicular to the sliding direction may be generated. This type of wear is
called pattern abrasion and normally causes an increase of the wear. Pattern
abrasion is related to tear mechanism and the wear rate can be predicted by
the tearing energy [31, 32]. Besides those two mechanisms, smearing of rub-
ber was also observed in many cases, especially for NR and SBR compounds.
Smearning generates a soft and sticky rubber layer on the contact surfaces,
which is believed to be caused by thermal degradation and oxidation of the
rubber material and strongly impacts the measured wear rate [2]. However,
the mechanism behind is not fully clear yet.

The objective of this paper is to present new results of abrasion tests
performed with a new experimental device (tribometer), which has been de-
veloped in order to model the wear of a tire tread in low severity conditions,
under controlled environmental parameters. This device can be used to gen-
erate and characterize wear patterns in controlled, representative conditions,
such as sample geometry, sliding speed, normal force, friction coefficient (by
tuning the roughness of the disk) and temperature, with high repeatability.
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Preliminary results obtained on some representative materials are shown.
The main result that is emphazised here is the strong impact of the accumu-
lation of wear debris in the contact zone. This is evidenced and quantified
by measuring the effect of the cleaning frequency on the overall wear rate in
a given sample under a given set of parameters.

Third body effects, either due to debris generated in-situ or due to ex-
ogenic abrasive particles, are widely documented in general wear studies of
solid polymers [33]. On the other hand, rubber wear studies have mainly
been focussed on two-body abrasion and on viscoelastic and fracture mecha-
nisms associated to local roughness of the abrading surface [29, 30], including
the most recent experimental and modeling studies [34]. There are only a
limited number of published studies which explicitly address the effects of a
third body, and these are mainly dealing with exogenic abrading agents such
as particles immersed in an abrasive liquid [35, 36].

The paper is organized as follows. The studied material formulations are
described in section 2.1, their mechanical properties are described in section
2.2. The tribometer is described in section 2.3 and test procedures and
analyzes in section 2.4. Results are presented in section 3.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials
The studied materials are Natural Rubber (NR CV60) matrices rein-

forced either with carbon black fillers (N121 from Cabot, sample C1) or
highly dispersible precipitated silica (Zeosil® 1165MP by Solvay, sample S2),
as reported in Table 1. Samples were provided by Solvay Silica (Collonges-
au-Mont-d’Or, France). N121 has a specific surface of about 100 m2/g while
Z1165 has about 160 m2/g. The silica was treated with triethoxysilylpropy-
ltetrasulfur (TESPT), which covalently links the silica surface to the NR
matrix. Samples were processed in a 1.5 liter intermeshing internal mixer
(Brabender 380 cm3) and sulfur vulcanized at a temperature of 145◦C and
a pressure of 30 MPa for 15 min resulting 2 mm thick sample sheets. They
were cut into 10×2 mm or 18×2 mm disks which were then glued to the sam-
ple holder using Loctite 480 glue. Sample surfaces were cleaned by acetone
before doing the tests.
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Component C1 S2
NR CV60 100 100

N121 50
Zeosil® 1165MP 55

TESPT 4.4
stearic acid 3 3

ZnO 3 3
6PPD 1.5 1.5

Sulfur (rh80) 1.5 1.5
CBS (rh80) 0.8 1.9

TBzDT (rh70) 0.2 0.2

Table 1: Formulations of studied compounds. Units are in grams. 6PPD: N-
(1,3-dimethylbutyl)-N’-phenyl-P-phenylenediamine. CBS: N-cyclohexyl-2benzothiazyl.
TBzDT: Tetrabenzylthiuramdisulfide.

2.2. Mechanical characterization
Wear resistance is closely related to the mechanical strength (e.g. tensile

and tear), hardness and resilience of the materials. Mechanical properties of
the materials have been characterized.The storage (G) and loss (G′′) shear
moduli were characterized at 40 ◦C in oscillatory shear at a frequency 10 Hz
with a Metravib Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer. The variation of G′ and G′′

as a function of the strain amplitude γ are shown in Figure 3. G′ curves can
be fitted with a heuristic function of the form [37]:

G′ = G∞ +
∆G

(1 + γ/γc)
κ (1)

Fits of the G′ vs. strain amplitude curves are reported in Fig. 3. The
obtained fitting coefficients for the three samples are summarized in Table
2. As commonly observed in such samples, the moduli at small amplitude
and the Payne effect amplitudes ∆G are much larger in the carbon black-
reinforced sample than in the silica reinforced one [38], while both samples
have comparable values of the modulus G′ at 50% amplitude.

Traction curves measured at T = 20◦C and at T = 60◦C are shown in
Figure 4 for both samples. These curves have been obtained as the average
over five different tests. The less pronounced non-linearity at small strain
measured in Payne effect curves at T = 40◦C for the silica-filled sample (see
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Figure 3: Storage (G′, empty symbols, axis on left) and loss (G′′, full symbols, axis on
right) shear moduli at 10 Hz as a function of the strain amplitude (Payne effect) at T = 40◦

for the studied materials C1 (filled with carbon black N121, triangles) and S2 (filled with
silica, circles). Curves through symbols for G′ are fits with the heuristic function Eq.3 .
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Component C1 S2
∆G 5.02 3.48
γc 0.381 0.403
G∞ 1.35 1.20
κ 0.603 0.405

Table 2: Values of the parameters obtained by fitting the G′ curves in Figure 3 with the
heuristic function in Eq. 1. Units for ∆G and G∞ are in MPa, γc values are in %.

Figure 3) is hardly measurable in these curves. Only at 20◦C does the curve
for silica fillers show a more pronounced non linearity at small strain, as
shown in the inset. Silica fillers result in a slightly lower modulus at high
elongation, together with a slightly higher elongation at break.

2.3. Experimental setup: Tribometer
As mentioned in introduction, wear is due to slipping in the contact. The

general concept of the new rotary tribometer is thus to produce intermittent
slipping at the rubber surface, at controlled contact frequency, pressure and
accumulated sliding length comparable to real tires. The device must work
in open cycle mode, i.e. abrasion wastes must be eliminated between each
passage. The new experimental device that we have developed is a rotary
tribometer working in controlled environment, with an in situ optical ob-
servation system. Intermittent contacts with fully independent control of
contact pressure, contact time, contact frequency and sliding velocity are
applied. The displacement rates at both onset and release of contact can
be controlled independently thanks to fast closed loop control of the normal
force. The frequency of elimination of wear debris from the contact zone is
also a key parameter, as will be discussed later.

The general architecture of the rotary tribometer is schematized in Figure
6. An horizontal abrading disk (label i in Figure 6) rotates around the vertical
axis (A) at the angular velocity ω (in rad/s). It provides the sliding motion
at a sliding velocity vs = Rω where R is the track radius, i.e. the distance
between the sample and the axis (A). In all tests shown here, R was kept fixed
to 10.25 cm. The sliding direction is along x in Figure 6. The abrading disk
(MICROPLAN FRANCE, label i in Fig. 6) is made of granite (granit bleu de
Guéret), which maintains its surface roughness constant over test duration.
The topography of the granite surface (granite 1200) was characterized with
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Figure 5: The average 1D PSD of the granite surface.

a Bruker 3400E optical interferometer using a ×5 objective on the optical
column and ×5 at the camera. In this way, lateral resolution of order 2
µm and vertical resolution better than 0.1 nm are obtained. A 25 × 1 mm2

image was obtained through numerical reconstruction from 30 1.3 × 1 mm2

images. No difference was measured within and outside the wear track after
more than 100 tests were performed. Figure 5 shows the averaged 1D power
spectrum density of the surface. In the relevant q range, the 1D PSD shows
an exponent of order -1.68, which is in full agreement with reported values for
polished granite [39]. The surface is characterized by roughness indicators
⟨Ra⟩ = 0.35 ± 0.06 µm and ⟨Rt⟩ = 3.19 ± 0.78 µm for the fresh surface,
while ⟨Ra⟩ = 0.38± 0.08 µm and ⟨Rt⟩ = 3.64± 1.03 µm for the cleaned worn
surface, as measured by high resolution profilometry. These figures show that
the surface roughness is indeed preserved during wear tests, which is not the
case when e.g. polished stainless steel is used.

A fast piezoelectric dynamic actuator acting along vertical direction z
(label b) is used to control the duration and frequency of contacts and the
normal force between the sample and the disk. It can provide either constant
or intermittent loading. In this way, the contact and/or release times and
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the sliding velocity are controlled independently. The whole device is fully
controlled by a dedicated home-made LabVIEW software. The piezoelectric
actuator (P-602.8SL from PI, label b in Fig. 6) has a displacement range
±0.5 mm. It is driven by a fast force-controlled loop to ensure a stable normal
force with a tolerance smaller than around five percent of the set value. The
piezo-actuator is fixed on a 2D y− z movable frame (label a). Therefore, the
wear track can potentially be changed to provide access to fresh surface of
the disk during the test.

A 3D load cell (KISTLER) (Figure 6 label e) measures the tangential
(friction) force (along x axis) and the normal force (along z axis).

The aluminum sample holder (label c) is shaped as a cylinder of radius
100 mm with horizontal axis carefully set parallel to the abrading disk surface
and perpendicular to the sliding direction (i.e. along y), as schematized in
Figure 6). As mentioned in Section 2.1, samples are 2 mm thick disks of 10 or
18 mm diameter glued on the sample holder. A thermocouple thermal sensor
(label f) is placed within the sample holder right to the rear of the sample
and gives feedback to the heating unit. An optical camera (CMOS camera
from R&D VISION) (label g) coupled to a LED light source (R&D VISION)
(label h) records the whole wear process. In particular, the deformation of
the sample during a contact can potentially be recorded in real time. Such
data are not shown here.

2.4. General procedure of wear tests
The general test procedure is as follows: Step 1. The sample is glued on

the sample holder, weighted and loaded in the tribometer. Sample orientation
is carefully adjusted using optical camera; Step 2. Wait for temperature
equilibration; Step 3. Wear test period of a given number of contacts; Step
4. Sample together with sample holder is unloaded and weighed. Step 5.
The wear track is cleaned. The sample surface is cleaned and the sample
together with the sample holder is weighed again. Step 6. Sample is loaded
back in the tribometer and test is iterated from step 2.

For all results shown here, the sliding speed was fixed to 5 cm/s during
step 3. The actuator generates square pulses to provide cyclically intermit-
tent slip with different normal forces varying from 10 N to 30 N. The contact
time is 1 s followed by a non-contact (relaxation) duration of 0.1 s. There-
fore, the full motion cycle (denoted as a ‘wear-loop’ in what follows) lasts
1.1 s. After a wear test period, the disk surface will be contaminated by the
wear debris which affects the wear rate. Therefore, after a given number of
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Figure 6: Schematics of the general architecture of the rotary tribometer. a: 2D movable
frame (x and z axis); b: piezo-electric actuator; c: sample holder; d: sample; e: 3D load
cell; f: thermocouple; g: optical camera; h: LED lightning; i: rotating abrading disk; j:
temperature and atmosphere controlled chamber; k: heating unit. Note that the abrading
disk diameter and sample size are not drawn to scale.

wear-loops (e.g. every 500 wear-loops), the sample together with the sample
holder is unmounted and the debris left on the track are removed physically
by an eraser (STAEDTLER Mars plastic) and then chemically with acetone
(Step 5). Debris are eliminated from the surface in exactly the same way
as graphite particles are rubbed out from paper. Debris are stuck onto the
very soft, sticky rubber material of the eraser and then eliminated together
with the large eraser particles. The surface is then washed with acetone and
blown with dry gas. At the same time, the sample surface is cleaned up with
acetone and its weight loss is measured before and after cleaning. Such a
testing period (from Step 2 to Step 6) is called a ‘wear-stage’.

Wear is quantified by the weight loss of the sample during the wear test.
Since elastomer materials are quite sensitive to the environment (hygrometry,
temperature, ...), an identical unworn reference sample was always placed
within the tribometer enclosure and its weight measured in parallel to that
of the worn sample at each wear stage. This procedure allows to get rid of
any change related to the environment (mostly potential moisture sorption).

At each wear-stage (number n), the weight of the wear debris left on the
sample surface (∆msurface(n)) or on the abrading disk (∆mtrack(n)) during
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the current stage and the overall weight loss (∆mtotal(n)) are worked out as:

∆msurface(n) = mb(n)−ma(n) (2)

∆mtrack(n) = ma(n− 1)−mb(n) (3)
∆mtotal(n) = ∆mtrack(n) + ∆msurface(n) = ma(n− 1)−ma(n) (4)

where ma(n) and mb(n) are the weights measured respectively after and
before cleaning the sample for the current stage n. ma(n − 1) is measured
in the previous wear stage (right before starting stage n). All measurements
were calibrated by measuring the weight change of the reference sample,
which generally did not change by more than 0.02 mg, which is of the order
of the resolution of the balance, while the weight loss per wear stage ,i.e. per
cycle of 500 wear-loops, is about 1 mg. The total accumulated weight loss
after N wear stages ∆Mtotal(N) is then the sum of all ∆mtotal(n) increments
(n = 1, ...N). The cleaning method impacts the ratio between ma and mb,
and then the wear rate. This will be discussed in section 3.1.

With this procedure, the frequency of cleaning (number of contacts be-
tween two successive cleaning schemes) can be changed, keeping all other
parameters constant. Also, the amounts of wear debris deposited on the disk
surface or stuck to the sample surface can be estimated separately.

Figure 7 shows the force profile during one wear-loop. One highlight
of the device we developed is the fast closed loop control of the normal
force. The set point for the normal force is a square pulse. This allows
us to maintain a constant normal force during the whole tests, even with
changes of temperature, wear of the sample, etc.. The applied normal force
is obtained through fast closed loop control, which insures that the normal
force is regulated much faster than the onset of the full sliding of the sample,
as illustrated in Figure 7.

The wear-loop initiates when the actuator compresses the sample against
the disk surface, in about 25 ms. Concomitantly, the sample is sheared,
resulting in increase of the tangential force until it reaches the maximum value
Ft = µFz, where µ is the apparent friction coefficient and Fz is the applied
normal force. Meanwhile, the plateau at maximum value Ft corresponds to
the fully-sliding state. The critical time to reach such state depends on the
normal force, friction coefficient and mostly on the sliding speed. Generally
speaking, the critical time increases with a higher tangential force and a lower
speed. In our tests, a constant sliding speed Vs = 5 cm/s was chosen and an
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average value 0.068 s was always used. Thus, during the ith wear-loop, the
frictional energy E1 was calculated as:

E1(i) = Vs

∫ t2

t1

Ft(t)dt (5)

where index i refers to the wear-loop number, t1 = 0.068 s and t2 = 1
s corresponds to the end of the contact duration. The total accumulated
frictional energy Ea after nth wear loop is obtained by:

Ea(n) =
n∑

j=1

E1(j) (6)

Wear results are reported in terms of weight loss as a function of total accu-
mulated friction energy: ∆Mtotal(n) = f (Ea(n)). Note that both quantities
(total weight loss and friction energy) scale with the overall contact area. As
the real contact area is not measured quantitatively and the contact pressure
is not uniform within the contact surface, we shall not express the results
in terms of normal pressure. Instead, for each set of presented results, the
normal force and sample diameter will be specified. The correspondence to
average normal pressure value may be established as follows.

3. Results and discussion

Tribological tests have been performed on the materials described in sec-
tion 2.1. Both samples are representative of (though not identical to) real
materials used in tire treads. We shall first describe results of wear tests in
terms of sample weight loss measured as a function of total friction energy.

3.1. Linear wear and effect of track cleaning
One key issue in wear tests of rubber materials is how to deal with the

debris. It was found that the measured wear rate is strongly affected by the
cleaning scheme used during the test.

The results of a series of tests performed with sample C1 are shown in
Figure 8. All tests were done at room temperature with a normal force
30± 1 N (see Fig. 7) and sample diameter 18 mm. The contact time was 1s,
the time interval between two successive contacts was 0.1 s and the sliding
velocity Vs = 5 cm/s. All tests have a first step with the same conditions,
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Figure 8: The effect of changing the cleaning frequency on wear rate in sample C1 (filled
with carbon black N121) tested at room temperature under a fixed normal force of 30 N,
sample diameter 18 mm. After 4 identical wear cycles of 500 wear loops (cleaning both
disk and sample surface every 500 contacts), the cleaning rate was maintained (green) or
changed to 250 (red) or 1000 (blue) loops. Best linear fits for each case are shown.

using an interval of 500 contacts between two successive cleaning operations
(ranging from 0 to roughly 6.5 kJ friction energy), as indicated in Fig. 8.
Results obtained during this first step illustrate the perfect repeatability of
the measurements. A perfect linear relationship between the total friction
energy and total weight loss is observed. Accordingly, a wear rate can be
defined as the slope of the line ka = d∆mtotal/dEa(n) (in units mg/kJ).

After this first step, the cleaning frequency was either maintained to 500
contacts (green curve in Fig. 8) or changed to 250 (red curve) or 1000 ( blue
curve) contacts. From the onset of this change, the relationship between
weight loss and friction energy is still perfectly linear, but the slope (wear
rate ka) changes depending on the cleaning interval. The higher the cleaning
frequency, the higher the wear rate. The dependance of the wear rate (the
slope of the lines in the second stage of the tests in Fig. 8) on the cleaning
frequency is illustrated in Figure 9. Fig. 9 also reports the average value of
the wear debris left on the track during each wear stage ∆mtrack(n) for each
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Figure 9: Wear rate (scale on left) and cumulated amount of wear debris left on the disk
surface (scale on right) as a function of the number of contacts between two cleaning
operations. Sample C1.

chosen value of the cleaning interval. Thus, it appears that a cleaner surface
(that is, a surface that is cleaned more often) gives a higher wear rate ka.

Note that for the carbon-black filled sample C1, a perfectly linear rela-
tionship is found up to 20 kJ total accumulated frictional energy when the
cleaning frequency is maintained at 500 contacts.

Further results obtained with sample C1 are shown in Figure 10. In order
to investigate a larger range of average normal pressure, the sample diameter
was set to 10 mm with a normal force 20 N, other conditions being the same
as before. After the same wear-stage of 500 contacts for all tests, the number
of wear-loops during each wear stage was changed to 35 wear-loops (green
triangle), 96 wear-loops (blue circles) or maintained at 500 wear-loops (red
diamonds). Again, results obtained during the first step illustrate the perfect
reproducibility of the measurements. Note that the absolute values of the
rate ka in Figures 8 and 10 are not fully comparable due to the difference in
sample size and or normal pressure.

The tests shown in Figure 10 were repeated while changing the applied
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normal force (or equivalently average normal pressure). The inset in Figure
10 shows a summary of the wear rate of C1 sample tested under different
normal force values with various cleaning frequencies.

A discussed above, for a given value of the normal force, the wear rate
decreases as the period of the cleaning operation increases. Then, for a given
cleaning frequency, the wear rate ka decreases as the normal force increases.
This result may appear counter-intuitive at first sight. Remember, however,
that the wear rate, expressed here as the slope of the total weight loss vs
friction energy, takes into account explicitly the increased friction energy
due to higher normal, hence tangential, force. Note also that the relative
difference in wear rates observed when the normal force is changed from 10
to 20 N becomes smaller when the cleaning frequency is higher, i.e. on a
surface which is cleaner on average.

All these results may be rationalized by assuming that wear debris sticking
on the sample or disk surface have a protective effect against rubber wear.
Applying a higher pressure, i.e. more severe conditions, generates more fric-
tional energy per wear-loop, which in turns generates a larger amount of
debris. Due to this reason, although the total weight loss per wear-loop
increases, the apparent wear rate ka decreases in tests at higher pressure,
because the so-called protective effect is then higher. This difference be-
comes less pronounced as the overall average amount of debris is smaller, as
illustrated in Fig. 10 (inset). For example, when cleaning every 35 wear-
loops (which corresponds to exactly 3 revolutions of the rotating disk), the
difference between 10 N and 20 N tests is within 10%.

Based on this idea, an ”intrinsic” wear rate ki may be defined by extrap-
olation to an ideally clean surface, or equivalently to a cleaning frequency
of one wear-loop. It should not depend on the pressure (at least within the
current testing range)and should be higher than the rates measured here.

3.2. Friction coefficient
The impact of wear debris on the contact conditions, which affects the

wear rate, is also demonstrated by the evolution of the apparent friction
coefficient along a test. As reported earlier, the friction coefficient of rubber
materials changes with applied normal force, due to the change in actual
contact area. It also varies under different values of the sliding speed and
temperature because of the viscoelastic nature of the material [40–43]. Here
we show that it is also affected by cleaning. Figure 11 shows the apparent
friction coefficient of the C1 sample tested under two different normal force
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values at room temperature. The apparent friction coefficient is defined as
µa = F̄t/F̄z, where F̄t and F̄z are the average tangential and normal forces,
respectively, when full sliding occurs during a wear-loop (see Figure 7). Black
arrows indicate the points at which the disk and the sample surfaces were fully
cleaned, which also separate different wear-stages. In this case, each stage
contains 96 wear-loops (about 8 revolutions of the disk), except for stage
1 which lasted 500 wear-loops for initiating the sample surface to a stable
state. Each time after cleaning, µa shows a small, sudden increase, but then
µa decreases very rapidly quite far below its original value during the first 12
wear-loops after cleaning (corresponding to the first revolution of the disk).
It then increases back until it reaches a steady value. A tentative, qualitative
explanation may be the following one. During the first revolution, the sample
always makes contact with a clean disk. Only a fraction of the generated
debris is transfered to the track and they accumulate wear-loop after wear-
loop. As noticed above, the presence of more debris tends to attenuate the
severity of the contact, as is reflected by the lower wear rate under higher
normal force (see inset in Figure 10). Thus, debris accumulation may lead to
a decrease of µa. After this first revolution, the sample starts to make contact
with a disk surface covered by wear debris. However, debris are still being
tranfered from the sample surface to the disk until some equilibrium state
(transfer rate) is reached. As the adhesion force at rubber-rubber interface
is presumably stronger than at the rubber-disk interface, the measured Ft,
and thus µa, values become larger. This process can last very long before
reaching the equilibrium state. For example, as discussed above, although
the wear rate ka measured for Fz = 10 N is larger than for Fz = 20 N, the
total amount of debris generated during each wear-loop for Fz = 20 N is
larger (see Figure 10). This may possibly explain that the equilibrium state
occurs faster for Fz = 20 N than for Fz = 10 N.

3.3. Non-linear wear observed in silica samples
In the previous section, the linear wear behaviour of carbon black filled

samples under different testing conditions has been shown. This also applies
to the silica filled sample S2. There are some differences in the behavior of
both samples, however. First, the rate ka of the S2 sample is significantly
larger than in the C1 sample. For instance, the rate ka of S2 is 1.60 and 1.12
when tested under a normal force of 10 N and 20 N, respectively, at room
temperature and for a wear-stage of 500 wear-loops, which is about 40% to
50% larger than in C1 sample. More interestingly, the silica-filled sample S2
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shows an increased wear rate after a few wear-stages. As shown in Figure 12,
beyond a critical energy level of about 3.5 kJ, the wear rate starts to deviate
upwards with respect to the initial linear regime.

More importantly, beyond this value, the debris start to contain a small
part which is insoluble in toluene. The top left and right pictures show the
debris collected below and above approximately 3.5 kJ respectively, after
30 min sonication in toluene. Small unsoluble rubber particles can only be
observed for the debris collected above approximately 3.5 kJ.

This suggests that two distinct mechanisms are at play in successive stages
of wear, or contribute to a different extent in successive stages. These mech-
anisms are discussed in the next sections.

3.4. Sticky debris
A shown above, two distinct types of wear debris could be collected along

wear tests. The first one constitutes a layer sticked on the sample surface.
A representative example is shown in Figure 13, which shows the presence
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Figure 13: A representative snapshot of wear pattern in the S2 sample (from zone 5
in Figure 15 (b’)), shown before (a) and after (b) cleaning the sample surface, showing
the presence of a sticky layer of worn rubber accumulated on the sample surface before
cleaning (a). This layer is removed by washing the surface (b). The black arrow indicates
the sliding direction.

of a sticky layer of worn rubber on the sample surface before cleaning (a).
This sticky layer accumulates in regions located behind wear ridges, which
are protected by the presence of the protruding ridges and therefore are not
in direct contact with the sliding abrading surface. This layer is removed at
each wear stage by washing the surface, as illustrated in Figure 13(b).

The second type of wear debris is made of relatively large (from a few µm
up to a few tens of µm or even larger) material fragments torn away from the
sample. They may be mixed with sticky debris as shown in Figure 13. The
corresponding wear mechanism becomes predominant when the ridge pattern
has developed, after a transitory period at the beginning of the tests, during
which ridge patterns are not yet developed. The duration of this period (in
terms of the corresponding number of contacts) depends on the particular
sample under study and on test control parameters.

A major difference was assessed by controlling the solubility of both types
of wear debris in toluene (Top left picture in Figure 12). Sticky debris col-
lected in the first stage of wear (case (a) in Figure 13) are soluble in toluene.
This indicates that the associated mechanism corresponds to some degree of
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chemical degradation of the material, namely de-crosslinking and/or chain
scission. After ageing for several days or more at ambient conditions, those
debris become apparently unsoluble, but they can still be dissolved after son-
ication for about one minute. This may indicate that some bound rubber
with relatively weak polymer-filler interactions was formed during ageing.

Conversely, wear debris collected in the later wear stages, for example
the 4th stage, are not all soluble in toluene (Top right picture in Figure 12).
This indicates that some of the collected debris correspond to bulk fragments
of the material with a preserved local elastomer structure. For instance, the
”tongue” part shown in Figure 13 may finally turn into such kind of insoluble
debris.

The transition from the first (”chemical”, or so-called ”smearing”) mech-
anism to the second one (”mechanical tearing”) may correspond to a change
in wear rate (as measured by the slope of the weight loss vs friction energy
curves), as illustrated in Figure 12, which shows that the two successive stages
of wear indeed correspond to different wear rates. In the first regime (which
last up to about 3.5-4 kJ total accumulated friction energy for the particular
sample studied here), debris consist of sticky layer. Chemical degradation is
the predominent mechanism in this transitory regime. In the second regime
(from about 3.5 - 4 kJ), debris are mostly micrometric fragments. Mechani-
cal tearing from the ridge pattern is the dominant mechanism. The crossover
point between the two regimes under given test conditions depends on the
particular sample under study.

For the C1 sample, sticky debris were mainly observed and larger debris
particles did only appear in marginal amount, in the applied pressure range.
This may due to the higher wear resistance provided by carbon black fillers.

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) characterization of the unworn sam-
ples and wear debris was performed (Figure 14). TGA tests for sticky debris
show a signficant weight loss (of order 18%) in the temperature range between
200◦C and about 340◦C, while larger size debris have a signal identical to
that of the unworn material. This confirms that some chemical degradation
has occurred specifically in sticky debris.

3.5. Wear Patterns
The competition between smearing and fracture wear mechanisms can be

further confirmed by the observation of wear patterns. Generally speaking, a
larger frictional force, obtained either by increasing Fz or µ, helps initiating
fracture on the rubber surface and subsequently generating ridge patterns.
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Figure 14: TGA spectrum of sticky debris and of the unworn C1 sample.

On the other hand, such increased frictional force also corresponds to a more
severe test, which means that more energy will be released. This enhances the
smearing effect, which works like ’melting’ the patterns into sticky rubber.
They together determine when and which kind of wear pattern can be formed.
Figure 15 shows the surface of C1 and S2 samples after 2000 wear-loops
(separated by 4 wear-stages in total in both cases) under different conditions.
In (a), the surface looks smooth because the normal force was too small
to fracture the sample surface (or, equivalently, because in this regime the
smearing rate is larger than the ’crack growth rate’). When the normal force
increases to 20 N (b), ridge patterns are clearly observed. However, at 60◦C,
the increased smearing rate brings the surface to a smoother state again
(Figure 15(c)). As silica filled samples show a lower wear resistance, ridge
patterns are observed even for Fz = 10 N (a’) and become more pronounced
as Fz increases to 20 N (b’). These more severe patterns are associated to the
nonlinear wear behaviour and insoluble debris, as was shown in Figure 12.
However, almost all large ridge patterns disappear at 60◦C (c’). Although
different testing conditions give different patterns and rates ka, all cases
shown in Figure 15 give very good linear fitting (R2 ≈ 0.999 or better)
except for the cases shown in (a’) and (b’). Only under the corresponding
test conditions does the fracture mechanism contribute significantly to the
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measured weight loss.
Figure 16 shows how the patterns change along the wear tests of the C1

sample under different conditions. The pictures come from similar locations
on the sample surface, indicated as (a-c) fields in Figure 15. Under moderate
condition (10 N, RT, 1-1 to 1-4), the ridge pattern gradually disappears
because of smearing. As the normal force is increased, those small ridges
merge and grow to larger patterns (2-1 to 2-4). As temperature increases,
those larger patterns are gradually destroyed and evolve into non-connected
’dots’ arranged in lines parallel to the sliding direction (3-1 to 3-4).

Due to the cylindrical sample geometry, there is a decreasing local pres-
sure gradient from the center to the edge of the sample. A change of the
wear pattern is observed accordingly. Figures 16 (a) to (c) respectively show
the top, middle and bottom parts of the field d in Figure 15(b) (after 2000
wear-loops). Figure 17(a) has the lowest pressure as it is close to the worn
area edge. Tiny ridges perpendicular to the sliding direction are observed.
The distance between these ridges is of order 10 µm. They stand for the the
initiation of the wear. In Figure 17 (b) (middle area, medium local pressure),
solitary patterns are formed resulting from the growing of the initial ridges.
They are larger in size but not fully connected. In Figure 17 (c) (higher local
pressure), those patterns further grow up and connect to form an even larger
size pattern. Such a connected pattern will keep growing in size and will
finally be torn off from the sample surface. This is quite similar to the mech-
anism observed in blade abrasion test [23]. This process may be associated
to the fracture wear mechanism.

4. Conclusion

We have developed a new rotary tribometer which allows performing ac-
celerated laboratory wear tests. Contact parameters which are representative
of real low severity wear conditions can be applied. The high quality of wear
test results in terms of sensitivity and repeatability has been assessed.

The specific point emphasized in this paper is the strong impact of the
presence of wear debris accumulated in the contact zone during the test. This
impact was assessed by studying the dependence of the measured wear rate
on the frequency at which wear debris are washed away from the contact. As
a general conclusion, it may be said that the presence of debris has a protec-
tive effect of the sample surface against abrasive wear. This effect has been
quantified. This emphasizes the importance of controlling the conditions in
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Figure 15: The cleaned surface of C1 (N121) and S2c (Z1165) samples after 4 wear stages
of 500 wear-loops each, tested in the following conditions (a) (a’): 10 N, room temperature;
(b) (b’): 20 N, room temperature; (c) (c’): 20 N, 60◦C. The evolution of the marked fields
1, 2 & 3 along the test is shown in Figure 16 as: 1-1 to 1-4 (field 1), 2-1 to 2-4 (field 2)
and 3-1 to 3-4 (field 3) respectively. Area 4 is directly zoomed in and shown in Figure
17. Area 5 is zoomed in in Figure 13. Normal (unprimed) labels refer to the C1 sample,
primed labels to the S2 sample. For each test, the measured wear rate is indicated in the
bottom left corner of the corresponding pattern. The sliding direction is vertical upwards.
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Figure 16: The evolution of the wear pattern of C1 sample tested under 10N, room tem-
perature (1-1 to 1-4, area 1 in Figure 15); 20N, room temperature ( 2-1 to 2-4, area 2) and
20N, 60◦ (3-1 to 3-4, area 3). Second indices 1, 2, 3 and 4 refers to the end of wear-stages
1, 2, 3 and 4, namely, after 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 wear-loops, respectively. The scale bar
in 1-1 (resp. 2-1, 3-1) applies to 1-2 - 1-4 (resp. 2-2 - 2-4, 3-2 - 3-4). The sliding direction
is vertical upwards.
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Figure 17: Images of C1 sample after 2000 wear-loops under a normal force of 20 N at
room temperature. (a), (b) and (c) are zoomed-in from the top, middle and bottom of
area 4 in Figure 15(b) respectively. The sliding direction is vertical upwards.
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which wear debris are eliminated from the contact. To mimic real usage con-
ditions and provide truly representative ’open cycle’ conditions, wear debris
should be washed away from the contact as often as possible. However, one
may wonder whether wear rate in service may depend on the amount of tire
debris accumulated on a road surface. This amount may probably vary to
large extent depending on atmospheric conditions, traffic, the type of road
and so on.

Carefully analyzing wear wastes also has allowed discriminating two dis-
tinct types of wear debris. At the beginning of the tests, wear debris es-
sentially consist in a sticky layer of soluble (thus de-crosslinked elastomer
material). As tests are continued further on, a new regime occurs with a well
established ridge pattern, in which the predominant wear mechanism is due
to tearing away of material fragments of micrometric sizes. These fragments
are made of unsoluble -thus with a locally preserved crosslinked structure-
elastomer material.

The proposed testing procedure allows generating selectively and dis-
criminating quantitatively the various wear mechanisms. It emphasizes a
predominant control parameter, which is the amount of wear debris present
within the contact zone.
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